PRESS RELEASE

Vehtec AB – Designing Green Climate

In 2013 VEHTEC AB incorporates ELDI AB with their strong electric preheaters and welcomes them to the Vehtec Group.

With ELDI preheaters we continue to improve on our range of vehicle heating solutions, supplying a comprehensive product range for all types of vehicles – with combustion engines as well as electrical and hybrid vehicles.

The ELDI preheaters provide smooth and low-emission start-ups – including optional remote controlled boot-ups via GPS – for a quick and comfortable climate for drivers and passengers, even in harsh weather conditions during cold and damp winter seasons.

Combined with our main convector system VeHeat, that integrates both radiation and convection heating in one product, fuel consumption remains low and energy efficiency high.

By using recyclable materials and energy effective solutions throughout our continuous development we aim to supply a product range that make the least possible effect on the environment.

Vehtec develops and builds energy efficient heating systems, convectors and heaters, with quality in every aspect, aiming for the highest possible capacity with the least amount of power consumption, providing sustainable solutions for markets today and tomorrow.